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Poetry Stones follow ups
You will no doubt have followed progress on the poetry stones and are aware that they are now installed,
launched and in use, not least by the local skateboard community, who no doubt also skim the
lines of Kubla Khan as they make their elegant glissandos along the stones.
It’s a minor inconvenience and you will see below that we
have a plan to avoid further damage from youthful
exuberance.
The last of the ceremonials happens this Thursday (20th
Sept) with the passing over of the Donors Book - a
distinguished document in red half leather and buckram
binding with gold blocked titles - to the library In Ottery St
Mary for reference as and when.
There is a follow up Project Evaluation study due later in the
Autumn, which attempts to track the ‘effect’ of the stones. This
will be a tall order given the dismal summer and the elusive
nature of such things. But the research is in good hands, and we
shall publish the results when they are available.
That will conclude the Poetry Stones project.

Future work
At the AGM meeting in late June, the new committee considered what next it might profitably do. One
idea was to pack up and go home, but there were a surprising number of loose ands and follow on issues
that needed addressing, and the anticipated project fatigue gave way to a flush of new thoughts,
especially on education matters.
There is a need for reprints of some of the leaflets and there will be a new version of the ‘Discover STC’
leaflet to feature the poetry stones now they are a reality. CMP is hoping for assistance from the Town
Council in this regard.

Coleridge Banners
The ten pop up banners displayed at the launch are now in the hands of The Kings School in Ottery St
Mary, where they will be on regular display, singly or as a set. CMP can ‘borrow back’ if needed, but I
think Kings will be their home for the time being.
There is a thought to develop some more educational material for local and possibly regional use, once
the group proposing said resources meets again to consider it in more detail. We also thought an annual
presentation at the King’s School on the wonders of STC might help to offset the misuse of the stones
mentioned above. If they’re better understood, they will be better looked after.

Coleridge Notebooks
The dust having settled on the Stones project finances, CMP is left with a small budgetary surplus, which
we intend to dispose of by purchase (if and when the opportunity presents itself) of a set of Coleridge
Notebooks to present to the library in Ottery. These occasionally crop up on the internet, and it would
solve the problem of access to the Notebooks which are not held by any Devon Library. The books would
remain on reference only and exclusively in Ottery, so they don’t drift off into inter library loans. If you are
a member you can express a view on this idea - if we have no violent objections in the following couple
of weeks, the committee will then keep an eye out for a suitable set.
If you’re not sure if you’re a member contact Membership Secretary Jo Moorhouse jo.moorhouse1@btinternet.com.

Charity Status
The Coleridge Memorial Project is now a charity and will thereby benefit, we hope, from a Gift Aid return
which will come in useful. There was a small change required in the constitution to satisfy the Charity
Commissioners - this was made at the AGM and simply gives greater emphasis to the educational aspects
of Coleridge memorial work - (which is already central to our existing efforts).

Website
We are aware that the website is now a bit in need of tlc, and that should be sorted out before too long.
There are some photos of the poetry stones launch at
http://www.coleridgememorial.org.uk/photo-gallery/cmp-celebration/
The pace at which News Updates appear in your inbox will drop away somewhat as we steady ourselves
in the unaccustomed calm. Comments or ideas are always welcome of course. Email
stcinottery@gmail.com

